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Abstract

Inspired by the discovery of superconductivity in moiré materials with isolated
narrow bandwidth electronic bands, here we analyze critically the question of what
is the maximum attainable Tc in interacting flat-band systems. We focus specif-
ically on the low-energy effective theory, where the density-density interactions
are projected to the set of partially-filled flat bands. The resulting problem is
inherently non-perturbative, where the standard mean-field approximation is not
applicable. Here we develop further our recent Schrieffer-Wolff transformation
based approach (PNAS, 120 (11), e2217816120 (2023)) to compute the effective
electromagnetic response and the superconducting phase-stiffness in terms of “pro-
jected” gauge-transformations and extend the formalism to compute the stiffness
for excitonic superfluids. Importantly, our method requires neither any “wan-
nierization” for the narrow bands of interest, regardless of their (non-)topological
character, nor any knowledge of an underlying pairing symmetry, and can be set
up directly in momentum-space. We use this formalism to derive upper bounds
on the phase-stiffness for sign-problem-free models, where their values are known
independently from numerically exact quantum Monte-Carlo computations. We
also illustrate the analytical structure of these bounds for the superconducting
and excitonic phase-stiffness for perfectly flat-bands with Landau-level-like wave-
functions.
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1 Introduction

Making precise theoretical statements about the superconducting transition temperature (Tc)
— an inherently non-universal dimensionful quantity — in the regime of strong interactions,
where Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory is a priori inapplicable is an insurmountable
task. The problem is made especially difficult by the possibility of the interactions driving
a panoply of competing orders, which can drive Tc to be vanishingly small. On the other
hand, addressing the fundamental question of what is the highest achievable Tc for a given
microscopic electronic model is of self-evident interest. Given any electronic system with a few
characteristic (“bare”) energy scales, such as the bandwidth, W , typical interaction strength,
U , Debye frequency, ωD, and so on, it is reasonable to expect that Tc ≤ max(W,U, ωD, ...).
In reality, the actual Tc is typically much smaller than any of these energy scales. The key
difficulty in trying to engineer higher temperature superconductors is that optimizing the
pairing (gap) scale often comes at the expense of the phase-coherence scale [1–3].
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The discovery of superconductivity in moiré materials [4–9] has ushered a new era, where
the enhancement in the pairing gap-scale and the phase-coherence scale do not necessarily com-
pete against one another. The common ingredient across these materials is a set of partially
filled isolated bands with a narrow bandwidth and an interaction strength that is comparable
to, or larger than, the bandwidth. It is conceivable that there exist non-perturbative regimes
(e.g. in the flat-band limit) beyond the conventional BCS picture of superconductivity, where
the interaction-scale enhances both the pairing-gap scale and the phase-coherence scale. How-
ever, addressing this regime should not rely on an unjustified application of “weak-coupling”
BCS theory and its various stronger coupling extensions (that rely on an adiabatic connec-
tion to the weak-coupling regime). In the absence of controlled analytical methods in this new
non-perturbative regime, a number of numerically exact quantum Monte-Carlo (QMC) studies
have demonstrated unambiguously that interacting, nearly flat bands can support supercon-
ductivity [10–14]; see also Refs. [15,16] for some exactly soluble models. However, infinitesimal
perturbations can destroy superconductivity and induce competing orders [10, 14]; predicting
this competition reliably lies well beyond the scope of any weak-coupling approach.

The goal of this paper is to address the following fundamental question regarding super-
conductivity: Given a microscopic electronic model with a single-particle spectrum involving
multiple isolated bands and density-density interactions, what is the highest Tc that can be
achieved if the low-energy physics is determined by only a subset of partially-filled bands? We
are interested in problems in two-dimensional systems, where Tc is limited by phase fluctu-
ations and the transition is determined by the criterion Tc = πDs(T

−
c )/2 [17], where Ds is

the superconducting phase-stiffness. Therefore, the above question is equivalent to addressing
what bounds Ds from above at low energies. While the question is sufficiently general and
relevant for numerous electronic solids, we will primarily focus on examples involving isolated
bands with a narrow bandwidth, as is relevant e.g. for moiré materials. Relatedly, in prob-
lems involving isolated, nearly flat bands where there is a tendency towards the formation of
excitonic superfluidity, we will address the question of what is the largest possible excitonic
phase-stiffness, without invoking any Hartree-Fock approximations.

The superconducting phase-stiffness is related to a diamagnetic, i.e. an electromagnetic
response. In order to compute such response functions for the low-energy theory, we have to
couple an external (probe) vector potential to the low-energy “active” degrees of freedom. The
usual way to do this for electronic (tight-binding) lattice models, where the information for all
of the UV degrees of freedom are retained is to carry out a Peierls’-type substitution. However,
for models projected to topological bands with a finite Chern number (where a tight-binding
description does not exist), or continuum-type models defined directly in momentum-space
which are often the starting point for describing moiré systems, the correct procedure is a priori
unclear. Moreover, computing the effective low-energy electromagnetic response requires one
to systematically integrate out the effects of high-energy (remote) bands to obtain a theory
associated solely with the active bands of interest. We focus on some of these subtleties
and clarify various misconceptions regarding what the effective low-energy electromagnetic
response for the models of interest should entail using the bandstructure of twisted-bilayer
graphene (TBG) as an illustrative example in the remainder of this section. We will address
the question specifically for TBG and related moiré materials in a future publication [18].

For the low-energy electromagnetic response for problems of interest to us, working with
the entire single-particle spectrum that contains all electronic bands is not desirable (and
often unnecessary). To illustrate this point, it is best to take the case of TBG as a concrete
example. Firstly, it is possible to start with a microscopic tight-binding model for the two
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sheets of graphene and include the inter-layer hoppings to arrive at a microscopic tight-binding
model for TBG. Clearly, this includes all the information about the individual atoms inside the
large moiré unit cell in TBG. However, this UV Hamiltonian has an electronic bandwidth set
by the bandwidth of original graphene (i.e. O(eV)), albeit with many folded bands, including
the isolated flat-band of interest to us. If one starts with the (screened) Coulomb interaction,
it is possible to obtain the electromagnetic response associated with the full Hamiltonian,
which necessarily includes the contribution from all the bands. In this approach, the density-
density interaction does not couple to the external vector potential, but the microscopic current
operator includes inter and intra-band contributions from the entire spectrum. On the other
hand, if we are interested in the low-energy response associated with just the isolated “flat”
bands (Fig. 1a), or even a subset of the “remote” bands (Fig. 1b), it is no longer legitimate to
ignore the contribution of the interaction terms to the electromagnetic response. As will be
demonstrated in this paper, the act of projecting the interactions to the “target” set of bands
(which can include a subset of the remote bands) and integrating-out the higher-energy bands
leads to non-trivial interaction-induced contributions to the electromagnetic response. Note
that this statement does not rely on the non-trivial (fragile) topological character associated
with the bands in twisted bilayer graphene [19–22], and these considerations are relevant even
for topologically trivial bands. This manuscript will extend our recent approach [23] and
outline a clear procedure to: (i) couple a probe vector-potential to the active charge-carrying
degrees of freedom in the low-energy effective theory, without requiring any “wannierized”
description, to obtain the diamagnetic response, and (ii) integrate out the contributions from
remote bands via a Schrieffer-Wolff (or a similar approach perturbative in the inverse gap to
remote-bands) transformation. One of the main objectives of the present manuscript is to
apply the resulting formalism to interacting flat-band models to derive upper bounds on Ds,
and compare against numerically exact results for the same obtained from QMC. With a simple
modification, we will also be able to use the same basic setup to compute the “exciton phase-
stiffness” for two-component flat-band systems in the strongly interacting regime. To gain
additional insight into these interacting correlation functions, we will evaluate them explicitly
for one of the best studied examples of a topological flat-band, namely the lowest Landau-level.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we formulate the basic
setup of the problem and discuss the simplified limit of a multi-band model of non-interacting
electrons as an illustrative example. In Sec. 3 we introduce two complementary methods to
evaluate the transverse electromagnetic response for density-density interactions projected to
isolated flat-bands. Sec. 4 applies the framework to two concrete microscopic models involving
topological bands as well as bands with fragile topology, where sign-problem free QMC com-
putations have obtained the actual Ds. In Sec. 5 we extend the above framework to compute
the stiffness associated with an excitonic superfluid, where the probe gauge-field is distinct
from the physical gauge-field. Sec. 6 focuses specifically on applications of the above methods
to lowest Landau-level-like wavefunctions with a (non-)uniform distribution of Berry curva-
ture. We conclude with a discussion of the relationship of this work to earlier works based
on application of BCS mean-field theory, focusing specifically on the role of the Fubini-Study
metric, and outline some of the open questions in Sec. 7.
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Figure 1: A typical non-interacting dispersion obtained for twisted bilayer graphene (TBG)
near magic-angle (θ = 1.12◦) using a continuum-model [24] with ratio of interlayer-hopping
parameters, κ = wAA/wAB = 0.7. A specific cut along a high-symmetry direction is shown
in the moiré Brillouin-zone. A goal of this paper is to obtain an estimate of Ds for simpler
models involving (a) isolated nearly “flat” bands at low energy that are well isolated from
the dispersive remote bands, as shown in the zoomed-out bandstructure in panel (b), taking
into account the contribution of the projected density-density interactions, Heff = PHP. The
contributions involving the other projections QHQ and (QHP + PHQ) are also shown; see
Eqn. 16a. As a matter of principle, the electromagnetic response associated with any subset of
bands (e.g. either those in (a) or (b)) derived from the original band for untwisted, decoupled
layers of graphene must necessarily include a contribution from the projected interactions that
couple to the vector potential.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we will summarize the scope of our discussion in terms of the family of models
that we analyze in this paper and the computational setup that forms the basis of much of our
analysis. We also discuss the example of non-interacting electrons with an energy spectrum
involving isolated bands as a warm-up exercise to highlight the need for general caution while
using minimal-coupling and projection to compute the electromagnetic response.

2.1 Electromagnetic response functions for low-energy effective theory

We begin this section by recalling the paramagnetic and diamagnetic response functions associ-
ated with electronic models, and the three distinct limits associated with how the (transverse)
momentum and frequency are taken to zero. As is well known, these limits correspond to
very different physical settings [25]. Starting with the full paramagnetic current susceptibility,
χµν(q, ω), and the diamagnetic response, Kµν , the distinct response functions are given by,

Drude weight: D =
e2

4

[
〈Kxx〉 − χxx(q = 0, ω → 0)

]
, (1a)

Superfluid stiffness: Ds =
e2

4

[
〈Kxx〉 − χxx(qx = 0, qy → 0, ω = 0)

]
, (1b)

Longitudinal response: 〈Kxx〉 − χxx(qx → 0, qy = 0, ω = 0) = 0. (1c)

Here, gauge-invariance requires that the total longitudinal response vanish.
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In general, we are interested in computing the electromagnetic response (specifically, Ds)
for any electronic lattice Hamiltonian involving a set of multiple orbitals (including spin),
where the electrons interact only via density-density interactions as,

H = Hkin +Hint, (2a)

Hkin =
∑

r,r′

α,α′

tαα′(r − r′)c†rαcr′α′ − µN, (2b)

Hint =
∑

r,r′

V (r − r′) nrnr′ . (2c)

Here crα, c
†
rα denote microscopic electronic operators at site r with orbital/spin labels α, α′,

with a matrix tαα′(r − r′) determining the full non-interacting bandstructure. The chemical
potential, µ, couples to the (global) conserved U(1) density, N =

∑
r nr =

∑
r,α c

†
rαcrα. In

particular, we are interested in the limit where the non-interacting bandwidth of the low energy
“active” bands W and the interaction V are much smaller than the band-gap ∆ separating the
active bands from the remote bands.

We emphasize at the outset that for simplicity we have ignored other types of interaction,
including most notably the electron-phonon interaction. This is an important point, since
the form of the interaction determines how an external vector potential (A) couples to the
Hamiltonian. For the full Hamiltonian introduced above, A couples only to Hkin and not to
Hint. We can obtain the microscopic current operator and the diamagnetic response starting
with H as,

Jµ(qµ → 0) = −i
[
X̂µ, H

]
, (3a)

Kµν = −
[
X̂µ,

[
X̂ν , H

]]
, where (3b)

X̂µ ≡
∑

i

xµi c
†
ici (3c)

is the many-body position operator. Note that the current operator and the diamagnetic term
do not depend on the choice of origin of the position operator since changing the origin results
in a constant shift of the position operator, which commutes with the Hamiltonian. Starting
with these observables, one can compute the response functions as introduced in Eq. 1b in a
specific many-body state. It is useful to realize that when dealing with the entire spectrum of
Hkin, nominally Jµ and Kµν depend explicitly only on the entries of tαα′(r − r′) and not on
the interactions. However, the dependence on the latter enters implicitly when evaluating the
expectation values, 〈Kxx〉 and χxx, in the many-body state.

The first step in our framework is to obtain the effective Hamiltonian,Heff[A], that captures
the low-energy physics associated with a subset of isolated bands associated with Hkin. One of
the appealing features is that it will allow us to work exclusively in momentum-space, obviating
the need to work with any tight-binding models in real-space. This is especially useful if one
is interested, e.g. in dealing with the continuum-type models relevant for moiré systems.

We are interested in computing,

4Ds

e2
=

[
〈Keff

xx〉 − χeffxx(ω = qx = 0, qy → 0)

]

A→0

, (4a)

Keff
xx =

1

2

δ2Heff[A]

δAxδAx
, χeffxx(q) = 〈Jeff

x (q) Jeff
x (−q)〉, (4b)
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where Keff
xx is the effective diamagnetic contribution and χeffxx is the effective current suscepti-

bility, with Jeff
x = −δHeff[A]/δAx. A priori, obtaining Heff[A] given the UV Hamiltonian H in

Eq. 2a is a non-trivial task. We will describe the procedure to extract this information and the
related susceptibilities in Sec. 3 below. Importantly, there is a “partial f-sum rule” that relates
〈Keff

xx〉 to the integrated (longitudinal) optical spectral weight associated with Heff [23, 26],
∫ Λ

0
dω Re[σeffxx(ω)] =

πe2

2
〈Keff

xx〉, (5)

where Λ is chosen to lie inside the gap to the remote bands.

2.2 Warm-up example: multi-band model of non-interacting electrons

This section provides a brief exposition to some of the subtleties that can arise when adopting
different procedures for introducing a vector-potential in a theory with multiple separated elec-
tronic bands. Interestingly, these differences can already be seen in the limit where Hint = 0.
To be clear, in the absence of interactions, the models do not have the possibility of support-
ing superconductivity (i.e. Ds = 0) and so we will not make any reference to “bounds” on
Tc. Instead, we will consider the electromagnetic response for Hkin in various non-commuting
limits of {qx, qy, ω} → 0 in the limit of a weak probe gauge-field, Ax → 0, Ay = 0, and
analyze the key differences.

The diamagnetic susceptibility contains three classes of terms,

〈Kxx〉 =
∑

k,m

f(εkm)
[
∂2
kxεkm + εkm

(
〈uk,m|∂2

kxuk,m〉+ 〈∂2
kxuk,m|uk,m〉

)

+2〈∂kxuk,m|ĥk|∂kxuk,m〉
]
, (6)

where f(εkm) = 〈c†kmckm〉 is the Fermi-Dirac distribution and ĥk =
∑

m εkm|uk,m〉〈uk,m| is
the Hamiltonian in momentum space. It is important to realize that ultimately, only the
first term in Eq. 6 contributes to the physical response, once the contributions from χxx are
included in the full Ds. In fact, the above observation already illustrates that 〈Kxx〉 does
not provide an “intrinsic” response associated with the active bands since it depends on the
band-gap between the active band and remote bands. Therefore, in order to obtain an intrinsic
response function, one must take into account the contribution from the paramagnetic term
χxx(q, ω).

Evaluating χxx(q = 0, ω → 0) leads to the straightforward result,

χxx(q = 0, ω → 0) = 2
∑

k,m,n

f(εkm) [1− f(εkn)]× 〈uk,m|∂kx ĥk|uk,n〉〈uk,n|∂kx ĥk|uk,m〉
εkn − εkm

(7a)

= 2
∑

k,m

f(εkm)

(
〈∂kxuk,m|ĥk − εkm|∂kxuk,m〉

)
. (7b)

When combined with 〈Kxx〉, this leads to the usual Drude weight,

4D

e2
=
∑

k,m

f(εkm)∂2
kxεkm. (8)
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At T = 0, the above quantity only depends on the partially occupied bands.
The static limit, q → 0, ω = 0, relevant for the superfluid stiffness is fundamentally different

from the limit just considered above. For q = 0, the only non-vanishing contribution to χxx
arises from inter-band terms (m 6= n). On the other hand, since J(q) connects states with
different momenta for q 6= 0, intra-band terms with m = n can contribute to χxx. This leads
to,

χxx(q → 0, ω = 0) = lim
q→0

2
∑

k,m,n

f(εk+,m)
[
1− f(εk−,n)

]

×〈uk+,m|∂kx ĥk|uk−,n〉〈uk−,n|∂kx ĥk|uk+,m〉
εk−,n − εk+,m

(9a)

= χxx(q = 0, ω → 0)− 2
∑

k,m

f(εk,m)∂εk,mf(εk,m)(∂kxεk,m)2

= χxx(q = 0, ω → 0) +
∑

k,m

f(εk,m)∂2
kxεk,m, (9b)

where k± = k± q/2 and the second line is obtained by expanding in a small q. Note that the
final result in Eq.9b does not depend on how q → 0, and we obtain Ds = 0, as expected for
non-interacting electron systems.

An alternative approach towards obtaining Ds is to work directly with the Hamiltonian
projected to the active bands. We denote the quantities computed using the projected Hamil-
tonians with an “ ”. A simple minded application of Eq. 4b leads to unphysical results, as we
demonstrate below. For the sake of simplicity, let us consider only one active band, such that

〈Kxx〉 =
∑

k

f(εk)〈uk|∂2
kxhk|uk〉 =

∑

k

f(εk)
[
∂2
kxεk − 2εkgxx(k)

]
, (10)

where hk = εk|uk〉〈uk| is the projected Hamiltonian and

gxx(k) = 〈∂kxuk| (1− |uk〉〈uk|) |∂kxuk〉 (11)

is the quantum metric. The paramagnetic terms, χxx(q = 0, ω → 0) = 0 and χxx(q → 0, ω =
0) =

∑
k f(εk)∂2

kx
εk. The “response functions” obtained from Kxx and χxx are unphysical

if we blindly apply Eq.4b. First of all, they are not intrinsic because 〈Kxx〉 depends on the
actual value of the energy εk itself (instead of its derivatives w.r.t k, the bandwidth etc.). Even
more surprisingly, we get a non-vanishing longitudinal contribution, which seemingly “violates”
gauge invariance. This violation can be viewed as the consequence of the non-unitarity of
the induced gauge transformation, when restricted to the projected Hilbert space [23]. For
example, for an infinitesimal gauge transformation generated by Uδ = eiδ·r, the transformation
restricted to the projected Hilbert space associated with only one active band gives ck →
PU †δ ckUδP = ck+δ〈uk|uk+δ〉, where P is the projector. This restricted transformation is not
unitary; for instance if δ = δx̂, the measure of the path integral changes as |〈uk|uk+δ〉|2 ≈
1− δ2gxx(k), which explains the origin of the extra gxx(k) piece in Eq. 10. Note that the issue
of the non-unitarity of the restricted gauge transformation is more prominent in a topological
band since the quantum metric is bounded from below by the Berry curvature. Generically,
for any band with a non-vanishing quantum metric, even when it is topologically trivial, the
issue arises due to the fact that the gauge transformation is not diagonal in the band basis.
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Therefore, in order to calculate the electromagnetic response correctly, it is important to
“integrate over” the high energy degrees of freedom rather than simply “projecting” them out,
as we discuss in Sec. 3 below using two different approaches.

2.3 Transverse vs. longitudinal response in the limit of zero wavevector

Before moving on to the effective response functions for interacting electron systems, we elab-
orate briefly on the difference between various limiting cases. As we demonstrated in Sec. 2.2
above, different ways of approaching the limit of q → 0 and ω → 0 can yield different results.
To gain a better understanding of this, let us begin with the current operator,

Jµ(q) =
∑

k,m,m′

c†
k+ q

2
m
c
k− q

2
m′
〈uk+ q

2
,m|∂kµ ĥk|uk− q

2
,m′〉, (12)

and consider the non-commuting limits of q → 0 vs. ω → 0. In the limit of q → 0, schemati-
cally Jµ(q) = Jµ(q = 0) + q · (∂qJµ(q))q=0 + O(q2). Although the difference between q = 0
and q → 0 is only proportional to q, we cannot set q = 0 from the outset when evaluating
χxx(q → 0, ω = 0) since the propagator can diverge as 1/q. This is precisely why we get a
finite Drude weight but a zero superfluid stiffness for multi-band non-interacting electrons in
Sec. 2.2.

Let us now discuss the distinction between transverse versus longitudinal current re-
sponse. For the longitudinal current at long wavelength, say Jx(qx → 0), it can be re-
lated to the commutator of Hkin with the density operator at finite wavelength, ρ̂qx =∑
k c
†
k,mck−qxêx,m′〈uk,m|uk−qxêx,m′〉, where êx is the unit vector along x-direction. The com-

mutator is given by,

[ρ̂qx , Hkin] =
∑

k,m,m′

c†k,mck−qxêx,m′〈uk,m|uk−qxêx,m′〉(εk−qxêx,m′ − εk,m) (13a)

=
∑

k,m,m′

c†k,mck−qxêx,m′〈uk,m|ĥk−qxêx − ĥk|uk−qxêx,m′〉 (13b)

=
∑

k,m,m′

c†
k+ qxêx

2
,m
c
k− qxêx

2
,m′
〈u
k+ qxêx

2
,m
|ĥ
k− qxêx

2
− ĥ

k+ qxêx
2
|u
k− qxêx

2
,m′
〉.

(13c)

Expanding around qx = 0, we obtain

[ρ̂qx , Hkin] = −qx
∑

k,m,m′

c†
k+ qxêx

2
,m
c
k− qxêx

2
,m′
〈u
k+ qxêx

2
,m
|∂kx ĥk|uk− qxêx

2
,m′
〉+O(q2

x)

= −qxJx(qxêx) +O(q2
x). (14)

We can therefore write Jx(qx → 0) as,

Jx(qx → 0) = − lim
qx→0

d[ρ̂qx , Hkin]

dqx
≡ −i[X̂,Hkin], (15)

since the matrix element of ρ̂qx between two states is ultimately 〈m|eiqxX |n〉, where X̂ is the
many-body position operator as before.

From Eq. 15, it is readily seen that the longitudinal response should vanish by considering
an infinitesimal unitary transformation Uα = eiαX̂ . Let us denote the Hamiltonian and its
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ground state after applying Uα as H[α] and |ψα〉, respectively. The longitudinal response is
then proportional to ∂2

α (〈ψα|H[α]|ψα〉), which vanishes following the unitarity of Uα.
On the other hand, the transverse current, say Jx(qy êy), cannot directly be related to the

commutator of the Hamiltonian with the many-body position operator. Therefore we need
to refer to the original definition in Eq. 12 and keep track of the non-commuting limits when
calculating χxx(qy → 0, ω = 0), as we highlight below in the general interacting problem.

3 Theoretical results

Given a band structure of the form shown in Fig. 1(a), we are interested in the low-energy
electromagnetic response of partially filled bands (upto an energy EF ), with a characteristic
bandwidth W , separated from the remote bands by an energy-gap, ∆. As noted in our earlier
discussion in the context of twisted bilayer graphene in Fig. 1, the “active” bands could be any
subset of the narrow and dispersive bands. We then proceed to decompose the many-body
Hamiltonian into two pieces, using the projection operators, P and Q = I− P,

H = Hd +Ho, (16a)
Hd = PHP + QHQ, (16b)
Ho = PHQ + QHP. (16c)

The operator P projects the many-body states to the Hilbert space, H, with partially occu-
pied active bands and fully occupied (empty) lower energy (higher energy) remote bands; see
Fig. 1(a). The action of the different terms in the many-body Hamiltonian is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 1(a). In the absence of the external probe gauge field, the effective Hamiltonian is
given by Heff ≡ PHP = PHdP. However, coupling the theory to an external vector potential
induces “mixing” between the different sectors of the theory. The next two subsections provide
a complementary understanding of organizing the leading non-trivial contributions of such
mixing terms to the diamagnetic response.

3.1 Review of Schrieffer-Wolff and projected gauge transformations

In a recent article [23], we developed a formalism to correctly evaluate 〈Keff
xx〉 using a Schrieffer-

Wolff (SW) type transformation [27] in the presence of a small probe gauge-field, A. In
Sec. 3.2, we will present a complementary method that arrives at the same set of results. For
pedagogical reasons and to make the contrast between the two methods clear, it is useful to
provide a brief summary of the SW transformation here; see Ref. [23] for further details. We
express H[A] ≡ Hd[A] + Ho[A], where Ho[A] couples together the active and remote bands.
Since the goal is to obtain an effective Hamiltonian that does not have matrix elements between
these two sets of bands, we carry out a SW transformation, H̃[A] = eT [A]H[A]e−T [A], where
〈m|T [A]|n〉 = 〈m|Ho[A]|n〉/(Em − En). Here m,n correspond to energy levels of Hd[A] with
|Em − En| ≥ ∆. The resulting Heff[A] ≡ PH̃[A]P, introduced in Eq. 4a, is given by:

Heff[A] = PHd[A]P +
1

2

∑

m,n∈H,
`/∈H

[
〈m|Ho[A]|`〉〈`|Ho[A]|n〉 ×

(
1

Em − E`
− 1

E` − En

)]
+ ...,

(17)
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where we ignore higher order terms in 1/∆ and A. The effective current, Jeff
x , susceptibility,

χeffxx, and diamagnetic contribution, Keff
xx , can be obtained by expanding Eq. 17 up to second

order in A and calculating the appropriate derivatives as in Eq.4b. In the absence of an
external A, note that (PHP) is independent of ∆, while the second term in Eq. 17 above is
O(V 2/∆). For A 6= 0, both of the terms above contribute an O(∆) correction to the O(A2)
terms. As shown in Ref. [23], these corrections have to cancel out as the effective low-energy
theory should be perfectly well defined in the ∆→∞ limit.

The effective current operator and the diamagnetic response can be obtained by taking an
appropriate number of derivatives with respect to A, leading to

Jeff
µ (q → 0) = P

(
Jµ(q → 0) + i

[
X̂µ, Ho

])
P, (18)

〈Keff
xx〉 = −

〈[
PX̂P,

[
PX̂P,PHdP

]]〉
. (19)

For the effective current operator, the second term arises from mixing between active and
remote bands [28]. Moreover, the above results indicate that ultimately only the projected
degrees of freedom enter both quantities. As was emphasized in Ref. [23], we can interpret
Eq. 19 as the response arising from an “effective” gauge transformation, U eff

α = eiαPX̂P, in-
volving the projected position operator, PX̂P. The projected gauge-transformation is natural,
given that there is an emergent conservation law associated with only the number of electrons
in the flat-bands.

In contrast, the “naive” analysis for computing the diamagnetic response would have been
the following: project interactions to the flat-bands (in the absence of a vector-potential)
to obtain the effective theory and then carry out a simple gauge-transformation for all the
electrons, where the vector-potential couples to the global-charge, via

〈Knaive
xx 〉 ≡ lim

α→0
∂2
α〈Unaive

α PHdP (Unaive
α )†〉, (20)

where Unaive
α = eiαX̂ is the standard gauge-transformation associated with minimal-coupling.

Note that 〈Knaive
xx 〉 cannot be viewed in general as a “looser” bound on the superfluid stiffness,

since its magnitude is not necessarily larger than 〈Keff
xx〉.

In the next subsection, we will arrive at the same set of results using a different method.

3.2 Low-energy electromagnetic response from perturbation theory

In this section, we present an alternative approach, which is best thought of as a perturbative
expansion in (V/∆); however, in what follows we will also be able to obtain the important
O(∆) terms explicitly. Let us denote the ground state of the full Hamiltonian, H, as H|GS〉 =
E0|GS〉. Clearly, the ground state of the effective Hamiltonian Heff ≡ PHP = PHdP is also
the ground state of Hd, i.e. Hd|GS0〉 = Eeff

0 |GS0〉. We can then obtain,

|GS〉 = |GS0〉 − Q
1

Hd − Eeff
0

QHoP|GS0〉+O
[
(V/∆)2

]
, (21)

E0 = Eeff
0 − 〈GS0|PHoQ

1

Hd − Eeff
0

QHoP|GS0〉. (22)

Analogously, we can also perform a perturbative expansion of the response function. Let us
begin with the expression for the full diamagnetic response, where starting with Eq. 3b we
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obtain,

〈Kxx〉 = 2〈GS|X̂(H − E0)X̂|GS〉. (23)

Similarly, the full expression for the paramagnetic current susceptibility, χxx, can be ob-
tained using the Lehmann representation and setting ω = 0,

χxx(q → 0, ω = 0) = 2 lim
q→0
〈GS|Jx(q)

1

H − E0
Jx(−q)|GS〉. (24)

Note that different ways of approaching q → 0 can yield different values of χxx, and is controlled
by the behavior of the propagator (H−E0)−1 around its pole, which only matters when Jx(q)
acts within the active bands. This can already be seen based on the discussion in Secs. 2.2
and 2.3. Hence it is convenient to express Jx(q) in terms of its projection J0

x , and other
“inter-band” contribution, J int

x as,

lim
q→0

Jx(q) = lim
q→0

PJx(q)P− iP[X̂,H]Q− iQ[X̂,H]P− iQ[X̂,H]Q (25)

= lim
q→0

PJx(q)P− i[X̂,H] + iP[X̂,H]P (26)

≡ J0
x + J int

x , (27)

where J0
x = limq→0 PJx(q)P.

Let us first consider the contribution from J int
x ,

〈GS|J int
x (H − E0)−1J int

x |GS〉
= −〈GS|[X̂,H](H − E0)−1[X̂,H]|GS〉

+2Re
[
〈GS|[X̂,H](H − E0)−1P[X̂,H]P|GS〉

]

−〈GS|P[X̂,H]P(H − E0)−1P[X̂,H]P|GS〉 (28a)

= 〈GS|X̂(H − E0)X̂|GS〉+ 2Re
[
〈GS|X̂P[X̂,H]P|GS〉

]

−〈GS|P[X̂,H]P(H − E0)−1P[X̂,H]P|GS〉. (28b)

Note that the first term above is exactly proportional to 〈Kxx〉. Since P[X̂,H]P ∼ O(V ),
we only need to retain terms that are independent of ∆ in P|GS〉 and P(H − E0)−1P, which
are |GS0〉 and P(Hd − Eeff

0 )−1P, respectively. Therefore,

2〈GS|J int
x (H − E0)−1J int

x |GS〉 − 〈Kxx〉
= −4〈GS0|X̂P(Hd − Eeff

0 )PX̂|GS0〉+ 4Re
[
〈GS0|X̂P[X̂,Ho]P|GS0〉

]

−2〈GS0|P[X̂,Hd +Ho]P(Hd − Eeff
0 )−1P[X̂,Hd +Ho]P|GS0〉 (29a)

= −2〈GS0|X̂P(Hd − Eeff
0 )PX̂|GS0〉 − 2〈GS0|[X̂,Ho]P

1

Hd − Eeff
0

P[X̂,Ho]|GS0〉

+O

(
V 2

∆

)
. (29b)

Next, we consider the mixing term between J int
x and J0

x ,

〈GS|J0
x (H − E0)−1J int

x |GS〉
= −i〈GS|J0

xP(H − E0)−1[X̂,H]|GS〉+ i〈GS|J0
xP(H − E0)−1P[X̂,H]P|GS〉 (30a)

= i〈GS|J0
xPX̂|GS〉+ i〈GS0|J0

xP(Hd − Eeff
0 )−1P[X̂,Hd +Ho]P|GS0〉 (30b)

= i〈GS0|J0
xP(Hd − Eeff

0 )−1P[X̂,Ho]P|GS0〉+O

(
V 2

∆

)
. (30c)
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Finally, we combine all the terms together to obtain

〈Kxx〉 − χxx(q → 0, ω = 0) = 〈Kxx〉 − 2〈GS|(J0
x + J int

x )(H − E0)−1(J0
x + J int

x )|GS〉
(31a)

= 2〈GS0|X̂P(Hd − Eeff
0 )PX̂|GS0〉+ 2〈GS0|[X̂,Ho]P

1

Hd − Eeff
0

P[X̂,Ho]|GS0〉

+2Re
[
−i〈GS0|J0

xP(Hd − Eeff
0 )−1P[X̂,Ho]P|GS0〉

]

−2〈GS0J
0
x (Hd − Eeff

0 )−1J0
x |GS0〉 (31b)

= 2〈GS0|X̂P(Hd − Eeff
0 )PX̂|GS0〉

−2 lim
q→0
〈GS0|(PJx(q)P + i[X̂,Ho])(Hd − Eeff

0 )−1(PJx(q)P + i[X̂,Ho])|GS0〉+O

(
V 2

∆

)
,

(31c)

which agrees with our previous result obtained using the SW transformation in Sec. 3.1; see
Eq. 18 and 19. Although being conceptually the same, there is a practical difference between
the two approaches. In the perturbative approach of computing the response functions as
discussed in this section, the effective current operator is constructed retrospectively, whose
form is unknown a priori. On the other hand, the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation naturally
yields the effective current operator directly.

4 Approximate upper bounds on superconducting Tc

The formalism we have developed in Sec. 3 is useful for clarifying a number of issues with
regards to computing the electromagnetic response of generic interacting models. We focus now
on a practical application of this formalism to evaluate the maximum possible superconducting
Tc. The remainder of this section is organized as follows: In the next few subsections, we
apply the formalism to evaluate (approximate) upper bounds on Tc for various sign-problem
free models where the actual Tc is already known from unbiased QMC simulations.

As noted above, in two-dimensions Tc = πDs(T
−
c )/2. Since the effective paramagnetic term

χeffxx is positive semi-definite, Ds(T ) ≤ e2

4 〈Keff
xx〉T , where 〈...〉T denotes the thermal average

in the many-body state. Importantly, both the kinetic energy and the interaction terms
contribute to 〈Keff

xx〉T , which involves evaluating a multi-particle expectation value. Doing this
exactly for a given Hamiltonian is typically impossible, unless a detailed knowledge of the
actual many-body state is already available. The general expression for Hamiltonians of the
form in Eq.2a can be written as,

〈Keff
xx〉T =

∑

k,m,m′

∂2ε̃kmm′

∂k2
x

〈c†kmckm′〉+
∑

k1,k2,q

V (q)F (k1,k2, q)〈c†k1m
c†k2m′

ck2+qm′′ck1−qm′′′〉,(32)

where

ε̃kmm′ = εkmδmm′ +
∑

q,n

V (q)〈ukm|uk−qn〉〈uk−qn|ukm′〉, (33)

is the electronic dispersion including the renormalization from the interaction and

F (k1,k2, q) =
[
D̂xk1

+ D̂xk2

]2
〈uk1m|uk1−qm′′′〉〈uk2m′ |uk2+qm′′〉. (34)
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<latexit sha1_base64="dbD0R8vOR85ULvP4a/BRYCg4TCQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyWoh6LXjxWtLXQLiWbZtvQJLskWaEs/QlePCji1V/kzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o8La+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmzjVlLVoLGLdCYlhgivWstwK1kk0IzIU7DEc38z8xyemDY/Vg50kLJBkqHjEKbFOupf9Wr9c8areHHiV+DmpQI5mv/zVG8Q0lUxZKogxXd9LbJARbTkVbFrqpYYlhI7JkHUdVUQyE2TzU6f4zCkDHMXalbJ4rv6eyIg0ZiJD1ymJHZllbyb+53VTG10FGVdJapmii0VRKrCN8exvPOCaUSsmjhCqubsV0xHRhFqXTsmF4C+/vEratap/Ua3f1SuN6zyOIpzAKZyDD5fQgFtoQgsoDOEZXuENCfSC3tHHorWA8plj+AP0+QP/UY2f</latexit>m2
<latexit sha1_base64="h0dz4ttqZC7xTDdfpvhK9Wz31Nw=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBEEoSSlqMuiG5cV7APaECbTaTt0MokzE6HEbt34K25cKOLWP3Dn3zhNs9DWA5d7OOdeZu4JYs6Udpxva2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tm19/abKkokoQ0S8Ui2A6woZ4I2NNOctmNJcRhw2gpGV1O/dU+lYpG41eOYeiEeCNZnBGsj+TbqciwGnKLET0d+ZfIw66d3k67MDN8uOWUnA1okbk5KkKPu21/dXkSSkApNOFaq4zqx9lIsNSOcTordRNEYkxEe0I6hAodUeWl2yQQdG6WH+pE0JTTK1N8bKQ6VGoeBmQyxHqp5byr+53US3b/wUibiRFNBZg/1E450hKaxoB6TlGg+NgQTycxfERliiYk24RVNCO78yYukWSm7Z+XqTbVUu8zjKMAhHMEJuHAONbiGOjSAwCM8wyu8WU/Wi/VufcxGl6x85wD+wPr8AbzbmmA=</latexit>huk2

|uk2+qi
<latexit sha1_base64="74fFs6iobxM/fZyWY7+DlOklGp0=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyUpRV0WdeGygn1AE8NkOmmHTiZhZiKWENz4K25cKOLWr3Dn3zhps9DWAxcO59zLvff4MaNSWda3UVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfM3b2OjBKBSRtHLBI9H0nCKCdtRRUjvVgQFPqMdP3xZe5374mQNOK3ahITN0RDTgOKkdKSZx44I6RSJ0RqhBFLr7LMS8dePbt78MyqVbOmgIvELkgVFGh55pcziHASEq4wQ1L2bStWboqEopiRrOIkksQIj9GQ9DXlKCTSTacvZPBYKwMYREIXV3Cq/p5IUSjlJPR1Z36rnPdy8T+vn6jg3E0pjxNFOJ4tChIGVQTzPOCACoIVm2iCsKD6VohHSCCsdGoVHYI9//Ii6dRr9mmtcdOoNi+KOMrgEByBE2CDM9AE16AF2gCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx6y1ZBQz++APjM8fCeyX2g==</latexit>

D̂x
k2

<latexit sha1_base64="74fFs6iobxM/fZyWY7+DlOklGp0=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyUpRV0WdeGygn1AE8NkOmmHTiZhZiKWENz4K25cKOLWr3Dn3zhps9DWAxcO59zLvff4MaNSWda3UVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfM3b2OjBKBSRtHLBI9H0nCKCdtRRUjvVgQFPqMdP3xZe5374mQNOK3ahITN0RDTgOKkdKSZx44I6RSJ0RqhBFLr7LMS8dePbt78MyqVbOmgIvELkgVFGh55pcziHASEq4wQ1L2bStWboqEopiRrOIkksQIj9GQ9DXlKCTSTacvZPBYKwMYREIXV3Cq/p5IUSjlJPR1Z36rnPdy8T+vn6jg3E0pjxNFOJ4tChIGVQTzPOCACoIVm2iCsKD6VohHSCCsdGoVHYI9//Ii6dRr9mmtcdOoNi+KOMrgEByBE2CDM9AE16AF2gCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx6y1ZBQz++APjM8fCeyX2g==</latexit>

D̂x
k2

<latexit sha1_base64="SYDM+v0CI44ECulX2//ydAwdMrY=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexqUI9BLx4jmgckS5idzCZD5rHMzAphySd48aCIV7/Im3/jJNmDRgsaiqpuuruihDNjff/LK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOWUakmtEkUV7oTYUM5k7RpmeW0k2iKRcRpOxrfzPz2I9WGKflgJwkNBR5KFjOCrZPuRf+8X674VX8O9JcEOalAjka//NkbKJIKKi3h2Jhu4Cc2zLC2jHA6LfVSQxNMxnhIu45KLKgJs/mpU3TilAGKlXYlLZqrPycyLIyZiMh1CmxHZtmbif953dTGV2HGZJJaKsliUZxyZBWa/Y0GTFNi+cQRTDRztyIywhoT69IpuRCC5Zf/ktZZNbio1u5qlfp1HkcRjuAYTiGAS6jDLTSgCQSG8AQv8Opx79l7894XrQUvnzmEX/A+vgEA5I2g</latexit>m3

<latexit sha1_base64="JO2IIlFlKTrNvpqFFF74si1wVuY=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKUY9FLx4r2g9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gQvHhTx6i/y5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31vO+UWFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TJxqypo0FrHuhMQwwRVrWm4F6ySaERkK1g7HtzO//cS04bF6tJOEBZIMFY84JdZJD7Jf65crXtWbA68SPycVyNHol796g5imkilLBTGm63uJDTKiLaeCTUu91LCE0DEZsq6jikhmgmx+6hSfOWWAo1i7UhbP1d8TGZHGTGToOiWxI7PszcT/vG5qo+sg4ypJLVN0sShKBbYxnv2NB1wzasXEEUI1d7diOiKaUOvSKbkQ/OWXV0nroupfVmv3tUr9Jo+jCCdwCufgwxXU4Q4a0AQKQ3iGV3hDAr2gd/SxaC2gfOYY/gB9/gACaI2h</latexit>m4

<latexit sha1_base64="bz4RtlxCzBveZKV8DrNAIE2vz+A=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wSTu9zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFqp00cRcVMZVGtu3Z2DrBKvIDUo0BxUv/rDmKURV8gkNabnuQn6GdUomOSzSj81PKFsQke8Z6midoufzc+dkTOrDEkYa1sKyVz9PZHRyJhpFNjOiOLYLHu5+J/XSzG88TOhkhS5YotFYSoJxiT/nQyF5gzl1BLKtLC3EjammjK0CeUheMsvr5L2Rd27ql8+XNYat0UcZTiBUzgHD66hAffQhBYwmMAzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kD762PUQ==</latexit>⇥

<latexit sha1_base64="bz4RtlxCzBveZKV8DrNAIE2vz+A=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wSTu9zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFqp00cRcVMZVGtu3Z2DrBKvIDUo0BxUv/rDmKURV8gkNabnuQn6GdUomOSzSj81PKFsQke8Z6midoufzc+dkTOrDEkYa1sKyVz9PZHRyJhpFNjOiOLYLHu5+J/XSzG88TOhkhS5YotFYSoJxiT/nQyF5gzl1BLKtLC3EjammjK0CeUheMsvr5L2Rd27ql8+XNYat0UcZTiBUzgHD66hAffQhBYwmMAzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kD762PUQ==</latexit>⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="Dk5M8eLl0voiCJ/9SDbCy+oihJc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkqMeiF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0Ip/QdePCji1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLRbea3nlBpHstHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqz0cF7slcpuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUe+Vvrr9mKURSsME1brjuYnxJ1QZzgROi91UY0LZiA6wY6mkEWp/Mrt0Sk6t0idhrGxJQ2bq74kJjbQeR4HtjKgZ6kUvE//zOqkJr/0Jl0lqULL5ojAVxMQke5v0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY8PJQvAWX14mzYuKd1mp3lfLtZs8jgIcwwmcgQdXUIM7qEMDGITwDK/w5oycF+fd+Zi3rjj5zBH8gfP5A6iqjMw=</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="Dk5M8eLl0voiCJ/9SDbCy+oihJc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkqMeiF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0Ip/QdePCji1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLRbea3nlBpHstHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqz0cF7slcpuxZ2BLBMvJ2XIUe+Vvrr9mKURSsME1brjuYnxJ1QZzgROi91UY0LZiA6wY6mkEWp/Mrt0Sk6t0idhrGxJQ2bq74kJjbQeR4HtjKgZ6kUvE//zOqkJr/0Jl0lqULL5ojAVxMQke5v0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY8PJQvAWX14mzYuKd1mp3lfLtZs8jgIcwwmcgQdXUIM7qEMDGITwDK/w5oycF+fd+Zi3rjj5zBH8gfP5A6iqjMw=</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="5VwnjFHh6Olo0x7inlKQQkWthk0=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKUY9FLx4r2g9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gQvHhTx6i/y5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31vO+UWFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TJxqypo0FrHuhMQwwRVrWm4F6ySaERkK1g7HtzO//cS04bF6tJOEBZIMFY84JdZJD7Lv98sVr+rNgVeJn5MK5Gj0y1+9QUxTyZSlghjT9b3EBhnRllPBpqVealhC6JgMWddRRSQzQTY/dYrPnDLAUaxdKYvn6u+JjEhjJjJ0nZLYkVn2ZuJ/Xje10XWQcZWklim6WBSlAtsYz/7GA64ZtWLiCKGau1sxHRFNqHXplFwI/vLLq6R1UfUvq7X7WqV+k8dRhBM4hXPw4QrqcAcNaAKFITzDK7whgV7QO/pYtBZQPnMMf4A+fwD9zY2e</latexit>m1

<latexit sha1_base64="dbD0R8vOR85ULvP4a/BRYCg4TCQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyWoh6LXjxWtLXQLiWbZtvQJLskWaEs/QlePCji1V/kzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o8La+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmzjVlLVoLGLdCYlhgivWstwK1kk0IzIU7DEc38z8xyemDY/Vg50kLJBkqHjEKbFOupf9Wr9c8areHHiV+DmpQI5mv/zVG8Q0lUxZKogxXd9LbJARbTkVbFrqpYYlhI7JkHUdVUQyE2TzU6f4zCkDHMXalbJ4rv6eyIg0ZiJD1ymJHZllbyb+53VTG10FGVdJapmii0VRKrCN8exvPOCaUSsmjhCqubsV0xHRhFqXTsmF4C+/vEratap/Ua3f1SuN6zyOIpzAKZyDD5fQgFtoQgsoDOEZXuENCfSC3tHHorWA8plj+AP0+QP/UY2f</latexit>m2
<latexit sha1_base64="IyTQgYyN+3eNGrAJ83ILlFK4zAw=">AAACCXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZHFokJioUpQBYwVLIxFog+pjSLHvWmtOk6wHaQqZGXhV1gYQIiVP2Djb3DbDNBypKt7dM69su/xY86Utu1vq7C0vLK6VlwvbWxube+Ud/daKkokhSaNeCQ7PlHAmYCmZppDJ5ZAQp9D2x9dTfz2PUjFInGrxzG4IRkIFjBKtJG8Mu5xIgYccOKlI8/JHmb95C7ryanhlSt21Z4CLxInJxWUo+GVv3r9iCYhCE05Uarr2LF2UyI1oxyyUi9REBM6IgPoGipICMpNp5dk+MgofRxE0pTQeKr+3khJqNQ49M1kSPRQzXsT8T+vm+jgwk2ZiBMNgs4eChKOdYQnseA+k0A1HxtCqGTmr5gOiSRUm/BKJgRn/uRF0jqtOmfV2k2tUr/M4yiiA3SIjpGDzlEdXaMGaiKKHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH7PRgpXv7KM/sD5/ALzRmmA=</latexit>huk1

|uk1�qi
<latexit sha1_base64="inquDAEcHk0Y2cSykewxPlV7Fzs=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1JN4CRbBU0mkqMeiHjxWsB/QxjDZbtqlm03Y3YglBC/+FS8eFPHqr/Dmv3HT5qCtDwYe780wM8+PGZXKtr+NhcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza9vc2W3JKBGYNHHEItHxQRJGOWkqqhjpxIJA6DPS9keXud++J0LSiN+qcUzcEAacBhSD0pJn7veGoNJeCGqIgaVXWealI8/J7h48s2JX7QmseeIUpIIKNDzzq9ePcBISrjADKbuOHSs3BaEoZiQr9xJJYsAjGJCuphxCIt108kJmHWmlbwWR0MWVNVF/T6QQSjkOfd2Z3ypnvVz8z+smKjh3U8rjRBGOp4uChFkqsvI8rD4VBCs21gSwoPpWCw9BAFY6tbIOwZl9eZ60TqrOabV2U6vUL4o4SugAHaJj5KAzVEfXqIGaCKNH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHtHXBKGb20B8Ynz8IZZfZ</latexit>

D̂x
k1

<latexit sha1_base64="bz4RtlxCzBveZKV8DrNAIE2vz+A=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wSTu9zvPHFtRKwecZpwP6IjJULBKFqp00cRcVMZVGtu3Z2DrBKvIDUo0BxUv/rDmKURV8gkNabnuQn6GdUomOSzSj81PKFsQke8Z6midoufzc+dkTOrDEkYa1sKyVz9PZHRyJhpFNjOiOLYLHu5+J/XSzG88TOhkhS5YotFYSoJxiT/nQyF5gzl1BLKtLC3EjammjK0CeUheMsvr5L2Rd27ql8+XNYat0UcZTiBUzgHD66hAffQhBYwmMAzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kD762PUQ==</latexit>⇥ <latexit sha1_base64="h0dz4ttqZC7xTDdfpvhK9Wz31Nw=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBEEoSSlqMuiG5cV7APaECbTaTt0MokzE6HEbt34K25cKOLWP3Dn3zhNs9DWA5d7OOdeZu4JYs6Udpxva2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tm19/abKkokoQ0S8Ui2A6woZ4I2NNOctmNJcRhw2gpGV1O/dU+lYpG41eOYeiEeCNZnBGsj+TbqciwGnKLET0d+ZfIw66d3k67MDN8uOWUnA1okbk5KkKPu21/dXkSSkApNOFaq4zqx9lIsNSOcTordRNEYkxEe0I6hAodUeWl2yQQdG6WH+pE0JTTK1N8bKQ6VGoeBmQyxHqp5byr+53US3b/wUibiRFNBZg/1E450hKaxoB6TlGg+NgQTycxfERliiYk24RVNCO78yYukWSm7Z+XqTbVUu8zjKMAhHMEJuHAONbiGOjSAwCM8wyu8WU/Wi/VufcxGl6x85wD+wPr8AbzbmmA=</latexit>huk2
|uk2+qi

<latexit sha1_base64="74fFs6iobxM/fZyWY7+DlOklGp0=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyUpRV0WdeGygn1AE8NkOmmHTiZhZiKWENz4K25cKOLWr3Dn3zhps9DWAxcO59zLvff4MaNSWda3UVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfM3b2OjBKBSRtHLBI9H0nCKCdtRRUjvVgQFPqMdP3xZe5374mQNOK3ahITN0RDTgOKkdKSZx44I6RSJ0RqhBFLr7LMS8dePbt78MyqVbOmgIvELkgVFGh55pcziHASEq4wQ1L2bStWboqEopiRrOIkksQIj9GQ9DXlKCTSTacvZPBYKwMYREIXV3Cq/p5IUSjlJPR1Z36rnPdy8T+vn6jg3E0pjxNFOJ4tChIGVQTzPOCACoIVm2iCsKD6VohHSCCsdGoVHYI9//Ii6dRr9mmtcdOoNi+KOMrgEByBE2CDM9AE16AF2gCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx6y1ZBQz++APjM8fCeyX2g==</latexit>

D̂x
k2

<latexit sha1_base64="SYDM+v0CI44ECulX2//ydAwdMrY=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexqUI9BLx4jmgckS5idzCZD5rHMzAphySd48aCIV7/Im3/jJNmDRgsaiqpuuruihDNjff/LK6ysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOWUakmtEkUV7oTYUM5k7RpmeW0k2iKRcRpOxrfzPz2I9WGKflgJwkNBR5KFjOCrZPuRf+8X674VX8O9JcEOalAjka//NkbKJIKKi3h2Jhu4Cc2zLC2jHA6LfVSQxNMxnhIu45KLKgJs/mpU3TilAGKlXYlLZqrPycyLIyZiMh1CmxHZtmbif953dTGV2HGZJJaKsliUZxyZBWa/Y0GTFNi+cQRTDRztyIywhoT69IpuRCC5Zf/ktZZNbio1u5qlfp1HkcRjuAYTiGAS6jDLTSgCQSG8AQv8Opx79l7894XrQUvnzmEX/A+vgEA5I2g</latexit>m3

<latexit sha1_base64="JO2IIlFlKTrNvpqFFF74si1wVuY=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexKUY9FLx4r2g9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gQvHhTx6i/y5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31vO+UWFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TJxqypo0FrHuhMQwwRVrWm4F6ySaERkK1g7HtzO//cS04bF6tJOEBZIMFY84JdZJD7Jf65crXtWbA68SPycVyNHol796g5imkilLBTGm63uJDTKiLaeCTUu91LCE0DEZsq6jikhmgmx+6hSfOWWAo1i7UhbP1d8TGZHGTGToOiWxI7PszcT/vG5qo+sg4ypJLVN0sShKBbYxnv2NB1wzasXEEUI1d7diOiKaUOvSKbkQ/OWXV0nroupfVmv3tUr9Jo+jCCdwCufgwxXU4Q4a0AQKQ3iGV3hDAr2gd/SxaC2gfOYY/gB9/gACaI2h</latexit>m4

<latexit sha1_base64="YUOYaxpYhbvZ4mddxKagZ/OqXf4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKUY9FLx6r2FpoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboRS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgbjm8x/fEKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLHSfa3UL1fcqjsHWSVeTiqQo9kvf/UGMUsjlIYJqnXXcxPjT6kynAmclXqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9T+dH7pjJxZZUDCWNmShszV3xNTGmk9iQLbGVEz0steJv7ndVMTXvlTLpPUoGSLRWEqiIlJ9jYZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxoaTheAtv7xK2rWqd1Gt39Urjes8jiKcwCmcgweX0IBbaEILGITwDK/w5oydF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AbNNjNM=</latexit>
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Figure 2: A schematic expression for F (k1,k2, q) in Eq. 34. The labels mi represent orbital
indices and the solid lines that link the blocks denote the different index contraction.

Note that both of the interaction-induced contributions arise from normal-ordering. Here D̂µk1

is a 4-leg tensor operator acting on the form factor (see Fig. 2 for an illustration), which can
be viewed as a “covariant” derivative in k−space and D̂µk1

acting on the form factor as,
[
D̂µk
]
mm′,nn′

〈uk,m′ |uk−q,n′〉 = (∂kµδmm′δnn′ − iAµk,mm′δnn′ + iAµk−q,n′nδmm′)〈uk,m′ |uk−q,n′〉,

(35)

with Aµk,mm′ = i〈uk,m|∂kµuk,m′〉 the multi-orbital Berry connection.
Since we are only interested in obtaining an upper bound, we can replace the many-body

expectation values by a constant that depends only on the band filling. We can bound the
expectation value 〈c†αc†βcγcδ〉 ≤ C(ν) ≡ min{ν, nmax − ν}, that depends only on the filling ν
relative to the maximum filling, nmax, associated with the active-band [26]; the indices denote
any combination of momentum and orbital labels. Note that for the sake of simplicity we
are effectively evaluating these quantities at T = 0 with the assumption that Ds(0) provides
an approximate upper bound on Tc; this is not necessarily guaranteed for all microscopic
models [29]. However, for the microscopic models where we apply our framework, we compare
our estimated upper bound on Ds(0) with the same quantity obtained directly from QMC.

Finally, we obtain,

Ds ≤ C(ν)


1

4

∑

k

∣∣∣∣
∂2ε̃k
∂k2

x

∣∣∣∣+
1

4

∑

k1,k2,q

|V (q)F (k1,k2, q)|


 (≡ Dupper

s ). (36)

4.1 Sign-problem free model with topological Chern bands

The first unambiguous (and unbiased) demonstration of superconductivity in a flat-band sys-
tem was presented in Ref. [10] in a model of topological bands with an on-site attractive
Hubbard interaction. The time-reversal symmetric model consists of C = ±1 bands, where
the different Chern bands are tied to opposite spins, σ =↑, ↓. The explicit lattice model,
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Figure 3: (a) Electronic dispersion for the lattice model in Eq. 37a for two different values
of t5 with t1 = 1 and t2 = 1/

√
2. F = W/∆gap denotes the flatness-ratio for the lower

band. (b) The numerically evaluated value for Dupper
s /U obtained from Eq. 36 (on a log-scale)

as a function of t2. The inset depicts the hopping parameters associated with the model in
Eq. 37a; solid (dashed) lines between second nearest neighbor denotes the sign structure. The
blue, orange and green curves denote the upper bound obtained using the “effective” gauge
transformation (Eq. 19), the “naive” gauge transformation (Eq. 20) and contribution from the
full spectral weight involving both bands (for U = t1). The blue dot denotes the QMC result
from Ref. [10] and the magenta cross denotes the contribution from only the pair-hopping
terms after performing a wannierization for the flat-bands (see Ref. [26] for details).

H = Hkin +Hint, defined on a 2D square lattice is given by (U > 0),

Hkin =

[
− t1

∑

〈i,j〉,σ

eiφ
σ
ijc†i,σcj,σ − t2

∑

〈i,j〉2,σ

s〈i,j〉2c
†
i,σcj,σ − t5

∑

〈i,j〉5,σ

c†i,σcj,σ + h.c.
]
− µ

∑

i

ni

(37a)

Hint = −U
2

∑

i

(ni − 1)2, (37b)

where, c†i,σ (ci,σ) are fermion creation (annihilation) operators, ni =
∑

σ c
†
iσciσ is the local den-

sity, t1, t2, t5 denote first, second and fifth nearest neighbor hopping parameters, respectively
(see inset of Fig. 3b). The second-neighbor hopping, t2, differs in sign between unit cells and
φσij = −φ−σij , with φ↑ij = ±π

4 . The density is tuned by varying the chemical potential, µ. In the
numerical study, results for various correlation functions (including Ds) were obtained for two
different bare bandwidths for the flat-bands, with “flatness-ratios”, F ≡W/∆gap = 0.2, 0.009;
see Fig.3 (a).

We now obtain a conservative upper bound on the value of Ds ≤ e2

4 〈Keff
xx〉, at T = 0. While

Tc is only determined byDs(T
−
c ), our bounds are approximate enough that these subtleties will

not affect the results. We obtain these approximate bounds starting with (i) the full theory,
(ii) the projected model based on the “correct” (i.e. effective) gauge transformation, and (iii)
the projected model based on the “incorrect” (i.e. naive) gauge transformation. Clearly, the
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Figure 4: Kagome lattice model with three sites per unit cell, labelled A, B and C, and unit
vectors, a1 and a2, respectively. The “kagome-3” model includes nearest neighbor hoppings
and further range hoppings indicated by dashed lines, respectively; see Eq. 39 and [11]. The
orange and green dashed circles denote the 1a and 1b Wyckoff positions, respectively.

bound based on (i) is not particularly useful since it includes the full optical spectral weight
(including contribution from the higher band and inter-band matrix elements); see Fig. 3(b).

We plot Dupper
s in Fig. 3(b) as a function of t2. The main effect of varying t2 at the level

of the non-interacting band structure is to change the quantum metric and Berry curvature
distribution in the Brillouin zone. Although not directly related toDs, the integrated quantum
metric has a similar trend to the bound Dupper

s . Relatedly, the momentum sum in Eq. 36
includes contributions from terms that are not simply determined by the quantum metric.
Interestingly, the extremely conservative and approximate bound we obtain is about four times
the exact value for Ds(T = 0) obtained from the QMC computations (which is ≈ 0.02U). The
numerical integrals were performed using the vegas package in Python [30].

4.2 Sign-problem free model with fragile topological bands

Going beyond topological Chern bands, a recent QMC based analysis was also employed
to study superconductivity in flat-bands with a “fragile” topology and an on-site attractive
Hubbard interaction [11]. The Hamiltonian defined on a kagome lattice is of the form,

Hkin =
∑

k,σ

c†k,σĥkck,σ, (38a)

Hint = −U
2

∑

i

(ni − 1)2, (38b)

where ni =
∑

σ c
†
iσciσ is the local density and the spin-up and spin-down electrons have same

kinetic Hamiltonian, ĥk, defined in momentum-space. For the kagome-3 model (see [11] and
references therein),

ĥk =




2 cosk · a2 f1(k) f2(k)
f∗1 (k) 2 cosk · (a1 − a2) f3(k)
f∗2 (k) f∗3 (k) 2 cosk · a1


 (39)
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where f1(k) = 1 + eik·a1 + eik·a2 + eik·(a1−a2), f2(k) = 1 + eik·a1 + e−ik·a2 + eik·(a1−a2) and
f3(k) = 1 + e−ik·a1 + e−ik·a2 + eik·(a1−a2), with a1 = (1, 0), a2 = (1/2,

√
3/2); see Fig. 4.

The spectrum for Hkin has two exactly flat bands at energy εk = −2 and a third dispersive
band with a finite energy gap, εk = 4 + 2[cosk · a1 + cosk · a2 + cosk · (a1 − a2)]. The two
degenerate flat bands are fragile topological [11].

Additionally, by introducing a fourth orbital to the kagome-3 model and turning on a
nearest neighbor hopping to the original sites, the low energy bands can be either made
topologically trivial, or can remain topologically fragile depending on the position of the
additional sites [11]. If the additional sites are at the 1a Wyckoff position (Fig. 4), the low-
energy bands become topologically trivial with three exactly flat bands at εk = −2. To be
explicit,

ĥk,4,trivial =




t2 − 2 t(1 + eik·a2) t(eik·a1 + eik·a2) t(1 + eik·a1)

t(1 + e−ik·a2)

t(e−ik·a1 + e−ik·a2) ĥk
t(1 + e−ik·a1)


 , (40)

where t is a hopping parameter. On the other hand, if the additional sites are at the 1b
Wyckoff position, the fragile topology associated with the low-energy bands survive and there
are two exactly flat bands with εk = −2 plus an additional “nearly” flat band. The explicit
Hamiltonian is,

ĥk,4,fragile =




m 0 0 s

0

0 ĥk
s


 , (41)

where m and s are hopping parameters, respectively.
We will apply our formalism to evaluate an upper bound, Dupper

s , for the Hubbard inter-
action projected to these topologically fragile and trivial flat bands below. In Table 1, we
compare the stiffness Ds obtained directly from QMC in the limit of T → 0 with Dupper

s

evaluated numerically in two different ways. The latter includes Dupper
s evaluated using the

correct, as well as naive, gauge-transformation. The observed trend for our Dupper
s is similar to

the QMC result, in that the value obtained for the topologically trivial model is much smaller
than the value obtained for bands with fragile topology. We note again that for all of the
above models, the naive estimate for Dupper

s is always larger than the correct estimate.

Model Ds(T = 0) from [11] Effective Dupper
s Naive Dupper

s

Kagome-3 0.015 U 0.076 U 0.127 U

Four-band fragile 0.017 U 0.099 U 0.161 U

Four-band trivial 0.001 U 0.033 U 0.079 U

Table 1: A comparison between the actual Ds(T = 0) from QMC in Ref. [11] (for a finite-sized
system) and Dupper

s .
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5 Extension to exciton superfluidity

The theoretical formalism developed in Secs. 2.1 and 3 (as well as Ref. [23]) is not restricted
to addressing questions about the superconducting phase-stiffness. More generally, and with
minor extensions, the formalism can be adapted to compute the phase-stiffness associated
with other (continuous) broken symmetries. Specifically, in this section we focus on a different
form of broken symmetry associated with exciton-condensation [31,32], which is experimentally
relevant in interacting quantum Hall and moiré flat-band settings [33], where weak-coupling
treatments are not necessarily reliable. As we will discuss below, the key ingredient is related
to identifying the probe “gauge-field” that reveals the exciton phase-stiffness, which is distinct
from the physical gauge-field. In the next two subsections, we first formulate the theoretical
treatment necessary for computing the exciton “diamagnetic” response functions and then
apply the formalism to the classic example of a quantum-Hall bilayer. The formalism developed
here can also be applied to other excitonic superfluid candidates, regardless of the topology of
the underlying system, such as moiré materials [34].

5.1 Phase-stiffness from effective low-energy theory

We will consider a system with a U(1)× U(1) symmetry, associated with the conservation of
particle numbers for two independent species (referred to as a “bilayer” henceforth). In the
exciton condensate, the above symmetry is spontaneously broken down to only a U(1) sym-
metry associated with the global conservation of the total density. One of the original U(1)
symmetries associated with the bilayer system, which is generated by the charge difference of
the two layers, is spontaneously broken. In analogy with our setup for computing the super-
conducting phase-stiffness associated with projected flat-bands, we can compute the exciton
phase-stiffness as,

Deff
s,exc =

1

4

[
〈Keff

xx,exc〉 − χeffxx,exc(qx = 0, qy → 0, ω = 0)

]
, (42)

where χeffxx,exc is the appropriately defined “current-current” correlation function, and Keff
xx,exc

is the “diamagnetic” response. These response functions can be obtained as,

Jµ(qµ → 0) = −i
[
X̂µ,exc, H

]
, (43a)

Keff
µν,exc = −

〈[
X̂µ,exc,

[
X̂ν,exc,PHP

]]〉
, where (43b)

X̂µ,exc ≡ P
∑

i

xµi

(
c†i,↑ci,↑ − c

†
i,↓ci,↓

)
P. (43c)

Here we have introduced a pseudospin index to label the two layers, with electron annihilation
operators ci,↑, ci,↓ and P is the projection operator to the low-energy sub Hilbert space.
Importantly, X̂µ,exc is the projected many-body position operator associated with Ŝz that
determines the effective electromagnetic response in the excitonic superfluid.

Let us now focus on a concrete Hamiltonian, to evaluate specifically the contribution
Keff
µν,exc. We choose again a purely density-density interaction, as in Eq. 2c. It is useful to evalu-

ate the following commutators with the projected density operators, ρq,σ =
∑
k d
†
k,σdk−q,σ〈uk,σ|uk−q,σ〉,
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[
X̂µ,exc, ρq,↑

]
= i

∑

k

d†k,↑dk−q,↑Dkµ [〈uk,↑|uk−q,↑〉] , (44a)

[
X̂µ,exc, ρq,↓

]
= −i

∑

k

d†k,↓dk−q,↓Dkµ [〈uk,↓|uk−q,↓〉] , (44b)

where dk,σ, d
†
k,σ denote the fermion annihilation and creation operators associated with the

projected degrees of freedom, respectively. As before, the “covariant derivative”, Dkµ , is defined
as,

Dkµ [〈uk,σ|uk−q,σ〉] ≡
[
∂kµ + iAk,µ − iAk−q,µ

]
〈uk,σ|uk−q,σ〉, (45)

where Ak,µ = −i〈uk|∂kµuk〉 is the Berry connection.

5.2 Quantum Hall bilayer: lowest Landau level theory at νtot = 1

As highlighted above, a classic setting for studying excitonic condensates are bilayer quantum
Hall systems [32]. Therefore, we apply our framework to compute the exciton phase-stiffness
associated with a specific quantum Hall bilayer system with total filling νtot = 1. The density-
density interaction has both intra-layer and inter-layer terms, respectively,

H =
1

2

∑

q

Vq,↑ρq,↑ρ−q,↑ +
1

2

∑

q

Vq,↓ρq,↓ρ−q,↓ +
1

2

∑

q

V ⊥q
(
ρq,↑ρ−q,↓ + ρq,↓ρ−q,↑

)
. (46)

In the lowest Landau-level (LLL) theory, where both layers experience the same magnetic
field, the form-factors are given by, 〈uk,↑|uk−q,↑〉 = 〈uk,↓|uk−q,↓〉 = e−|q|

2/4+iq∧k/2, where
q ∧ k ≡ qxky − qykx. Therefore,

Dkx [〈uk,↑|uk−q,↑〉] = Dkx [〈uk,↓|uk−q,↓〉] = −iqye−|q|
2/4+iq∧k/2. (47)

It is readily seen that only terms proportional to V ⊥q contribute to Keff
xx,exc, such that

Keff
xx,exc = −

〈∑

q

V ⊥q 2q2
y

(
ρq,↑ρ−q,↓ + ρq,↓ρ−q,↑

)〉
. (48)

As we had noted earlier, evaluating the expectation value requires an actual knowledge
of the many-body state of interest. In the present problem, one can evaluate the correlation
function with respect to a many-body state, |Ψ〉 =

∏
k

1√
2
(c†k,↑ + c†k,↓)|0〉, constructed out of

the vacuum, |0〉. |Ψ〉 serves as a good trial wavefunction (it is the ground state in the isotropic
limit where Vq,↑ = Vq,↓ = V ⊥q ). The above simplifies to,

〈Ψ|Keff
xx,exc|Ψ〉 =

1

A2

∑

q

V ⊥q q
2
y

∑

k1,k2

δk1,k2+qe
−|q|2/2+iq∧k1/2−iq∧k2/2 (49)

=
1

8π2

∫
dq V ⊥q q

3e−q
2/2, (50)

where N/A = νtot/2π. Since χeffxx,exc(qx = 0, qy → 0, ω = 0) vanishes, the resulting expres-
sion for Deff

s,exc agrees with the well-known result for the exciton phase-stiffness in Ref. [35].
Going beyond the above example, we can apply the same formalism to compute (bounds on)
the excitonic phase-stiffness for generic interacting flat-band models, using more complicated
variational wavefunctions.
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6 Solvable limit for lowest Landau-level-like wave functions

The discussion in the previous section, especially in the context of quantum Hall systems,
illustrates the utility of nearly solvable many-body wavefunctions associated with lowest Lan-
dau level physics. Inspired by this, we return to the problem of superconductivity, but this
time around consider the features that arise in the LLL rather than generic flat-bands. Specif-
ically, we will analyze the effect of a uniform Berry curvature vs. fluctuations thereof on the
integrated optical spectral weight, and relatedly the SC phase-stiffness.

6.1 Uniform Berry curvature

To begin with, let us consider a completely flat topological band with Chern number, |C| = 1,
whose wave functions are given by those of the LLL. We begin with a single active LLL for
spinless electrons. The low energy (projected) Hamiltonian is: Hint =

∑
q Vqρqρ−q, where ρq

is the projected density operator with form factors λ(k, q) ≡ 〈uk|uk−q〉. For a single active
band, the covariant derivative defined in Eq. 35 can be simplified to,

Dx [λ(k, q)] ≡ ∂kxλ(k, q) + (iAk,x − iAk−q,x)λ(k, q), (51)

where Ak,µ = −i〈uk|∂kµuk〉 is the Berry connection as before, and Dx is related to the pro-
jected position operator by

[
PX̂P, ρq

]
=
∑

k

c†kck−qDx [λ(k, q)] . (52)

Let |uk,0〉 be the magnetic Bloch wave function for the LLL for the usual spatially uniform
magnetic field and λ0(k, q) be the corresponding form factor. We then have Dx [λ0(k, q)] =
iqyλ0(k, q). This immediately implies that [PX̂P, Hint] = 0, such that the corresponding
Keff

xx = 0. Note that this is a consequence of perfect translational symmetry and the emergent
dipole conservation in the LLL due to the relationship between momentum and dipole moment
in LLL. (See [36, 37] and the references therein for a discussion of the dipole picture in the
LLL.)

Note that a vanishing Keff
xx for the single LLL in the clean limit with projected interactions

(and the cyclotron-gap set to infinity) immediately implies that Re[σxx(ω)] vanishes for all ω;
see Eq. 5. Moreover, the above statement regarding the longitudinal response applies to any
filling of the LLL, independent of the specific low-energy description, including e.g., the com-
posite Fermi liquid at ν = 1/2 [38–40]. Our observation is in line with Kohn’s theorem [41];
the cyclotron resonance frequency (unaffected by interaction) saturates the f−sum rule, with
no sub-cyclotron frequency spectral weight in the q → 0 limit. Relatedly, since the external
uniform electric field only couples to the center-of-mass(CoM) motion [41, 42] while the LLL
dynamics preserves the CoM motion due to the conservation of total momentum and dipole
moment, there is no intra-Landau level absorption. Recently, Ref. [43] has also demonstrated
a vanishing optical conductivity at all frequency for dipole-conserving systems by considering
the commutator between the dipole moment operator and the Hamiltonian. However, to re-
iterate, the discussion does not include the effects of broken continuous translation symmetry
by disorder, lattice potential, or sample boundaries. Moreover, as we show next, including ad-
ditional copies of LLL carrying distinct quantum numbers immediately leads to the generation
of a finite Keff

xx .
Let us now enlarge the low-energy Hilbert space and study a model with spinful electrons.

Consider a system with overall time-reversal symmetry such that the spin up (down) electrons
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occupy LLL with Chern numbers +1 (−1). We are interested in a density-density interaction
that couples these degrees of freedom as Hint =

∑
q Vqρ̄q,↑ρ̄−q,↓. The action of the covariant

derivatives on the form factors for the ± bands are given by,

Dkx [〈uk,↑|uk−q,↑〉] = −iqye−|q|
2/4+iq∧k/2,Dkx [〈uk,↓|uk−q,↓〉] = iqye

−|q|2/4−iq∧k/2. (53)

In general, this leads to a non-vanishing contribution to the diamagnetic response,

Keff
xx = −B

2

A

∑

q

〈ρq,↑ρ−q,↓〉4q2
yVq, (54)

where B = Ca2

2π is the strength of the uniform Berry curvature (with C = 1), and the lattice
constant a is set to

√
2π. Note the similarity of the above setup with that of the model

analyzed in Sec. 4.1 based on Ref. [10]. The latter is a lattice generalization of this setup with
a non-uniform distribution of the Berry curvature; we shall return to this discussion in the
next subsection.

We can estimate the expectation value in Eq. 54 by considering a good variational wave-
function, rather than bounding the many-body expectation value simply based on the filling
of the band. Let us consider the system to be at half-filling (i.e. at total filling ν = 1) with
a uniform pairing state |Ψ〉 =

∏
k(uk + vkc

†
k,↑c

†
−k,↓)|0〉 as a proxy for the ground state, where

|0〉 is the vacuum and uk, vk are (complex) variational parameters satisfying |uk|2 + |vk|2 = 1.
We then have,

〈Ψ|Keff
xx |Ψ〉 =

−B2

A

∑

q

Vq4q
2
y

∑

k1,k2

δk1,−k2u
∗
k1−qvk1−qv

∗
k1
uk1e

−|q|2/2+iq∧k1/2+iq∧k2/2.

(55)

Since the summation over k1 and k2 is bounded from above by the case when |uk| = |vk| =
1/
√

2 with a uniform pairing phase in momentum space,

〈Ψ|Keff
xx |Ψ〉 ≤

B2

8π2

∫
dq |Vq|q3e−q

2/2. (56)

The similarity to the result for the exciton stiffness in the bilayer quantum Hall problem in
Eq. 50 is not a complete coincidence. These two systems can actually be related by a partial
particle-hole transformation associated with one of the spin species [44–46].

6.2 Non-uniform Berry curvature

Based on the result obtained for a single LLL, it is natural to analyze next the effect of an
inhomogeneous distribution of Berry curvature in momentum space. To study this within the
framework of LLL, we shall now include the effect of a spatially periodic magnetic field. The
wave functions for such LLL in a periodic magnetic field have been studied in the past [47,48],
and have seen a resurgence of interest more recently [49,50].

The form factor for this particular class of Bloch wave functions can be written as λ(k, q) =
λ0(k, q)g(k, q). Here λ0(k, q) is the form factor for LLL wavefunction in a uniform magnetic
field as before, and g(k, q) is periodic in k with g(k, q) = g(k +G, q), with G a reciprocal
lattice vector and g(k, 0) = 1. The explicit form of g(k, q) will be specified below, and is
determined by the spatial fluctuation associated with the magnetic field, or equivalently the
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fluctuations of the Berry curvature in momentum space. The action of the covariant derivative
is then given by,

Dx [λ(k, q)] = iqyλ(k, q) + dx [g(k, q)]λ(k, q), (57)

where the first term comes from Dx [λ0(k, q)] and we define dx [g(k, q)] as

dx [g(k, q)] ≡ ∂kx ln [g(k, q)]− lim
α→0

∂αxg(k,α) + lim
α→0

∂αxg(k − q,α), (58)

where the first term takes into account the contribution from the momentum derivative in
g(k, q) and the second and third terms take into account the change in Berry connections
from g(k, q). Therefore, the effective diamagnetic response can be expressed as,

Keff
xx =

∑

q,k1,k2

Vq〈c†k1
ck1−qc

†
k2
ck2+q〉 λ(k1, q)λ(k2,−q)

×
[
{dx [g(k1, q)] + dx [g(k2,−q)]}2

+ ∂k1,x {dx [g(k1, q)]}+ ∂k2,x {dx [g(k2,−q)]}
]
.

(59)

Now we study a specific example of a periodic magnetic field; see App. A and Ref. [47] for
details. For a small fluctuation of the magnetic field around the uniform background value,

B(x, y) ≈ 1 + πφ1

[
cos(
√

2πx) + cos(
√

2πy)
]
, (60)

where the lattice constant is set to
√

2π and 0 ≤ φ1 < 1 characterizes the strength of the
spatially periodic part of the magnetic field, thereby controlling the fluctuation of the Berry
curvature. Given the form factor (App. A), and in the same small φ1 limit, the Berry curvature
is given by,

Bk ≈ 1− πφ1e
−π

2

[
cos(
√

2πkx) + cos(
√

2πky)
]
. (61)

In this limit, since g(k, q) ≈ O(φ1), we only retain the contribution from the last line in Eq. 59
and find an upper bound,

Ds ≤C(ν)2
√

2π|φ1|e−
π
2

∑

q

|Vq|e−
|q|2

2 cosh2

(√
2πqy
4

)
. (62)

Therefore, the above computation illustrates that while the uniform Berry curvature distribu-
tion in the LLL limit does not contribute to Keff

xx , the latter is bounded by the fluctuation of
the Berry curvature once its distribution becomes non-uniform in momentum-space. Interest-
ingly, in the single LLL problem, while both the Berry curvature and the quantum metric are
non-vanishing (and uniformly distributed in momentum-space), Keff

xx vanishes.
Let us finally consider the analogous problem with an enlarged low-energy Hilbert space

by including spinful electrons. Just as in the problem in the previous section, we assume that
the spin up and down electrons occupy LLL with opposite Berry curvature.

Let 〈uk,↑|uk−q,↑〉 = λ(k, q) and 〈uk,↓|uk−q,↓〉 = λ(k − q,−q), where λ(k, q) is the form
factor of LLL under periodic magnetic field in Eq. 57. The choice of the form factors is to let
Bk,↓ +Bk,↑ = 0. Therefore, the diamagnetic response can be written as,

Keff
xx =

∑

q,k1,k2

Vq〈c†k1,↑ck1−q,↑c
†
k2,↓ck2+q,↓〉 λ(k1, q)λ(k2 + q, q)

×
[
{2iqy + dx [g(k1, q)] + dx [g(k2 + q, q)]}2

+ ∂k1,x {dx [g(k1, q)]}+ ∂k2,x {dx [g(k2 + q, q)]}
]
.

(63)
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In order to evaluate the correlators, we make a simplifying assumption and consider a uniform
pairing state, |Ψ〉 =

∏
k(uk + vkc

†
k,↑c

†
−k,↓)|0〉, where uk = vk = 1√

2
. Expanding around φ1, we

have,

〈Ψ|Keff
xx |Ψ〉 =

1

4π2A

∑

q,k1

Vqu
∗
k1−qvk1−qv

∗
k1
uk1e

−|q|2/2 [−4q2
y

− φ1

2

∑

j

e−
π
2

+ikj∧k1(4q2
y + k2

j,y)

(
e−

qk̄j
2 + e

q̄kj
2 − 1− eiq∧kj

)

−iqyφ1

∑

j

e−
π
2

+ikj∧k1

(
ikj,y(e

−
qk̄j
2 − e

q̄kj
2 )− kj,x + kj,xe

iq∧kj
)
+O(φ2

1).

(64)

It is readily seen that the O(φ1) term vanishes due to the integration over k1 and the lead-
ing contribution arises at O(φ2

1). Denoting the difference in 〈Ψ|Keff
xx |Ψ〉 evaluated for the

LLL with a non-uniform vs. uniform Berry curvature distribution as ∆〈Ψ|Keff
xx |Ψ〉, we obtain

∆〈Ψ|Keff
xx |Ψ〉 ≈ c1vφ

2
1 for a potential Vq = v/q (c1 ∼ O(1) number); see App. A. Thus, the con-

tribution to Keff
xx increases with the fluctuation of the Berry curvature distribution. However,

this conclusion is not meant to suggest that a non-uniform distribution of Berry curvature
is essential for supporting superconductivity in flat-bands; explicit computations for trivial
flat-bands with an identically vanishing Berry curvature are known to have a finite Tc [14] and
a finite Keff

xx [23].

7 Discussion

Flat-band superconductivity, in spite of being a seemingly old problem [51–53], continues to
reveal a number of new and fascinating puzzles that lie beyond any weak-coupling description.
The mechanism leading to a superconducting ground state, if any, for the class of generic iso-
lated flat-bands that we analyze here in the presence of projected density-density interactions
remains poorly understood. In the absence of a detailed knowledge of the many-body ground
state for the interacting problem, here we have analyzed upper bounds on the superconduct-
ing, and a closely related excitonic superfluid, phase-stiffness without invoking any unjustified
mean-field approximations.

The past few years have brought to the forefront the important role played by band-
topology, as encoded in the Berry curvature and Chern number, and band-geometry, as deter-
mined by the Fubini-Study metric, on the superfluid stiffness in flat-band models. In particu-
lar, the analyses based on applications of BCS mean-field theory highlight the important role
played by the geometry associated with the flat-band Bloch wavefunctions in delocalizing the
Cooper pairs [54–58]; the latter ingredient has been shown to be at least one of the relevant
factors based on more sophisticated numerically exact treatments of the interacting flat-band
problem [10–12, 14]. However, interactions in the same flat-band limit can drive a number of
competing instabilities [10,14], which makes it difficult to make generic statements about the
nature of the ground state in this non-perturbative limit.

In this work, we have taken a complementary approach, where we place reasonably tight
upper-bounds on the superfluid phase-stiffness for density-density interactions projected to
generic flat-bands, and simultaneously highlighting a number of subtleties associated with the
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electromagnetic response of the resulting low-energy theory. These include a special attention
to the non-commuting limits of ω → 0 and the transverse q → 0, and constructing the correct
“projected” gauge transformation asosociated with only the low-energy degrees of freedom.

We can use our framework to compute the effective low-energy diamagnetic response (and
relatedly phase-stiffness) if the ground-state many-body wavefunction is known exactly, or if
a good variational wavefunction can be constructed. We have illustrated this for both the
excitonic and the superconducting phase-stiffness for the lowest Landau level using various
generalizations of the bilayer quantum Hall problem. When the ground state wavefunctions
are unknown, we can still use our framework to put conservative upper bounds on the largest
possible magnitude of the same quantity. We have illustrated this for two different sign-
problem-free models of interacting flat-bands, where the value for the phase-stiffness is known
from independent quantum Monte-Carlo computations. Depending on the microscopic details
associated with the form of the Bloch wavefunctions, our estimated upper bounds usually turn
out to be approximately a factor of O(10) of the known value from QMC.

Moving forward, it is natural to apply our framework to realistic narrow-band moiré ma-
terials exhibiting superconductivity (and excitonic attraction), and compare to the wealth of
experimental data. It would be interesting to analyze the implications of the difference be-
tween the actual Tc and the approximate upper bounds on the underlying phenomenology.
Moreover, when the gap to the remote bands (∆) is not infinity, as is the case for realistic ma-
terials, it would be interesting to incorporate their O(1/∆) contribution to the electromagnetic
response in a systematic fashion. Finally, developing the analogous theory for upper bounds
on the optical spectral weight starting with projected electron-phonon interactions remains an
important open problem.
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A Lowest Landau level in a periodic magnetic field

In this appendix we provide a brief overview of the LLL wave functions under a periodic
magnetic field following closely Refs. [47,59]. Let us consider a wave function ψ(x) satisfying
the following equation,

(Πx + iΠy)ψ(x) = 0, (65)

where Π = P −A is the kinetic momentum (where we set all fundamental constants to 1).
We are interested in the form of ψ(x) for the LLL under a non-uniform magnetic field with
the Hamiltonian H = (Πx − iΠy)(Πx + iΠy); we express ψ(x) = e−ϕ(x)f(z), where f(z) is
a holomorphic function of z = x + iy and (∂2

x + ∂2
y)ϕ(x) = B(x). Note that for a uniform

magnetic field B, ψ(x) = e−|z|
2/4f(z). In the following discussion, we consider a periodic

magnetic field with the symmetry of a square lattice enclosing 2π magnetic flux per unit cell.
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Note that the Hamiltonian commutes with the discrete magnetic translations T̂1 : ψ(x, y)→
ψ(x+

√
2π, y)e−i

√
π
2
y and T̂2 : ψ(x, y)→ ψ(x, y +

√
2π)ei

√
π
2
x, where

√
2π is the lattice con-

stant. We can construct the magnetic Bloch wave function ψk(x) as an eigenstate of the
magnetic translations T̂1 and T̂2 with eigenvalues eikx

√
2π and eiky

√
2π, respectively. The ana-

lytical form of ψk(x) is given by,

ψk(x) = σ(z − a1)eaz−ϕ(x), (66)

where a = 1
2

(
ky −

√
π/2 + ikx − i

√
π/2

)
, a1 = ky −

√
π/2 − ikx + i

√
π/2, and σ(z) is

the Weierstrass sigma function with the same periodicity as the periodic magnetic field; see
Ref. [47] for details. To be concrete, let us consider a specific ϕ(x),

ϕ(x) =
|z|2
4
− 1

2
log
[
2 + 2φ1

(
cos(
√

2πx) + cos(
√

2πy
)]
, (67)

where 0 ≤ φ1 < 1 characterizes the strength of the periodic part of the magnetic field. The
associated magnetic field is then given by,

B(x) = 1 + πφ1
2φ1 + 2φ1 cos(

√
2πx) cos(

√
2πy) + cos(

√
2πx) + cos(

√
2πy)

{
1 + φ1

[
cos(
√

2πx) + cos(
√

2πy)
]}2 . (68)

The Bloch function is defined as uk(x) = ψk(x)√
〈ψk|ψk〉

e−ik·x and the form factor λ(k, q) ≡
〈uk|uk−q〉 can therefore be written as,

λ(k, q) = e−
|q|2

4
+i

qā1+q̄a1
4

1− φ1

2

∑
j e
−π

2
+i

kj ā1+k̄ja1
2
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qk̄j
2

√(
1− φ1

2

∑
j e
−π

2
+i

kj ā1+k̄ja1
2

)(
1− φ1

2

∑
j e
−π

2
+i

kj(ā1−iq̄)+k̄j(a1+iq)

2

)

≡ λ0(k, q)g(k, q).

(69)

The derivatives relevant for Eq. 59 are then given by,

dx [g(k, q)] =

φ1

2

∑
j ikj,ye

−π
2

+i
kj ā1+k̄ja1

2
−
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2
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− 1
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(70)

and

∂kxdx [g(k, q)] ≈ φ1

2

∑

j

e−
π
2

+i
kj ā1+k̄ja1

2 k2
j,y

[
e−

qk̄j
2 − 1

2
− 1

2
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2

)
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− 2i sinh(
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2
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)]

.

(71)
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Since | cos | and | sin | are bounded by one,

|∂kxdx [g(k, q)]| ≤ 4
√

2π|φ1|e−
π
2 cosh2

(√
2πqy
4

)
(72)

For the analogous spinful case with ± Chern bands having opposite Berry curvature, we
noted in Eq. 64 that 〈Ψ|Keff

xx |Ψ〉 vanishes at O(φ1). At O(φ2
1) we obtain,

∆〈Ψ|Keff
xx |Ψ〉

=
1

8π3

∫
d2qVq

{
−2q2

yφ
2
1e
−π−|q|2/2
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4− 4 cosh
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2

− 4 cosh
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2πqy
2
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√
2πqx
2

+ cos
√

2πqx + cos
√

2πqy + cosh
√

2πqx + cosh
√

2πqy

]

+ qyφ
2
1e
−π−|q|2/2

∑

j

[
(kj,ye

−
q̄kj
2 − i k̄j

2
+ i

kj
2
eikj∧q)(−1 + e−ikj∧q + 2e−

q·kj
2 cos

q ∧ kj
2

) + c.c

]
 ,

(73)

which can be simplified with Vq = v/q to yield the result quoted in the main text.
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